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SIT OR STAND? SEASON OUTLOOf Sports STUDY SETLIST TimeoutIOutlook 
The 
Established in 1907, South Carolina's oldest college newspaper roars for Clemson.Se tember 5 2016 
Volume 1111 lssue 3 0 thetigernews 0 @thetigercu. e @thetigercu 0 thetigernews.com 
Alt-Right spokesperson and CLEMSON STANDS BY FREE SPEECH POLICY free speech funadmentalist 
University denies allegations its policies are "anti-prayer" to visit Clemson 
Tessa Schwarze Chris EdwardsGraduate student Kyra host prayer sessions in the the public. Clemson has the the internet, using the 
News Editor ContributorPalange said she sat down with park. If Roberts wanted to right, and a legal obligation, to platform of social media 
Roberts around 3: 15 and the keep hosting the gatherings, govern use of its facilities and to "tell the truth" and start
Robby Roberts, a In recent months, the rwo prayed together. They he would have to fill out the space to ensure safety and to conversation. His "rudeness"community evangelist, told Alt Right movement hashad just finished when they solicitation form or move to a facilitate an effective learning becomes a medium throughClemson organization WeRoar burst scene aswere approached by Clemson "free speech zone"-in front of environment.'' onto the an which political and socialin an interview that "God can alternative to mainstreamAssistant Director Shawn the union or behind Hendrix. Last Friday, Clemson 
use any [ tool] to do what he norms are challenged.Jones. Jones told Roberts that "And by that you mean organization weRoar protested conservatism. 
wants"-even a laminated, "America is the besthe could not solicit prayer that there are free speech areas the university by gathering Accused of anti-
8xl0 poster with the word country there has everthere without a permit because on campus, and that the entire in the "non-designated free Semitism and White 
"PRAYER" written across the been. And there are a lot ofit was not a 'designated free campus is not a free speech speech" Trustee Park for a Supremacy, the Alt-Right
front. Americans who would quitespeech area.' He presented area?" asked Palange. public prayer rally. WeRoar grounds its beliefs inRoberts began staking Roberts with a form for the Jones confirmed with a started a #RallyforRobby like it to stay that way,"opposition to both legalout in Trustee Park a little 
procedures for applying for solid, "Yes." hashtag movement and stood Yiannopoulos said of theand illegalover a week ago. With him, immigration.'solicitation' on campus. After YAF released the from 2-4 all with signs similar Alt-Right movementAccording to an interviewhe brings rwo lawn chairs: one "[He told me] 'You can video, Clemson sent out an to Roberts'. Currently on a college
for himself, and on the the with NPR, the movementsit there as long as you want," email Tuesday defending Jones The group reported on campus tour promotingother, he places his sign. After finds political correcrnessRoberts said, "but you can't and the university's policy. their Facebook page that they free speech, Yiannopouloshe is settled in, Roberts prays. to be "the greatest threat tohave this sign."' Vice President of were not confronted by any is also raising money forThe evangelist said about The sign took an act of Relations Mark Land said that Clemson officials during the their liberty." a scholarship fund for1000 students walk by him The self-proclaimedprayer to an act of solicitation, students and school groups are rally. They hope to have a 
everyday and every once in a white men. Currently over which must be registered with never restricted to free speech dialogue with the university leader of the alt-
while someone will stop, rest $100,000 has been raised,the university. zones for their expression. He "in order to reform ·all right movement, Milo 
in the second lawn chair and but not singleRoberts said although further said that members from Clemson policies that infringe .Yiannopoulos, is coming to presently a 
the rwo will wot~hiR i;pgether. scholarship has actuallyJones was respectful in~ his the external co.nmunir-y­ , on individual rights." Clemson on October 18.Although typically, he noted, confrontation, Palange, who is including Roberts-are Roberts himself attended been granted, according toMilo was recentlyhis presence is ignored. a member ofYoung Americans welcome to pray on campus. the rally. an article published by thebanned from Twitter for life"Most ofthe time that I'm for Freedom (YAF), was The difference was 'Tm on board to [do] Daily Beast. 
sitting there, they would look after inciting what a Twitter 
upset. Palanage proceeded to the "PRAYER" sign, which whatever needs to be done, to Clemson's free-speech
at the sign, they would look spokesperson called "targeted follow Jones and filmed the reportedly implied solicitation. see the Church have the right advocacy group WeRoarat me," said Roberts, "people abuse" and "harassment.'' InClemson official confirming "Religious expression occurs place on Clemson campus­
would give me looks that were an interview with Nightline's invited Yiannopoulos to the university policy. regularly at Clemson, including and that is 24 hours a day, 7 anclearly looks of affirmation, Terry Morgan, Yiannopoulos speak at Clemson, in Jones said that because in the many religious­ days a week, 365 days a year­
and other people . . . were it's not event entitled "Makeargued that hisRoberts was not a student, a based student organizations that kids know that they have 
much more indifferent." Clemson Great Again.''
university official, a faculty recognized by the university," a place to go," said Roberts, approach to criticism that's 
Monday, August 30, According to WeRoar'smember or affiliated with said Land. "Constitutional law "that we have the right to revolting, but "what's
however, Roberts's lawn-chair facebook page, the event isthe university in any way, does not make all areas of the express our religion.'' revolting is rhe idea now that
ministry did not go unnoticed. he did not have the right to Clemson campuses open to you can tell women they'll projected to host over 800 
attendees. This, inbe happy and healthy at any 
conjunction with severalsize. Why? Because it tells 
student protests on campus,#Clemson on Free s eech women that you can be fat 
is a part of WeRoar'sand you can be unattractive 
movement to end "Freeand you can be happy 
Speech Zones" on collegeBrittany Miller @britt_brat_94 •Aug 29 anyway. That's a lie." 
Yiannopoulos is a
Last I checked, America was a free speech area, No one oan tell me I oan't Cont. onA3 self-described "troll" on 
speak or pray anywhere covered by the #1 stAmend #Clemson 
BPickens Molyneux @areucrazy •Aug 30 9 
ALL schools require you check in for students safety; even if you plan to have a 
surprise bagpipe contest! #Clemson Is not antl-ptayer. 
Clemson Buzzz @ClamsonBuzzz • 1 Oh 
RT Every SUNDAY we ask that #Clemsoh Farnlly R'T to show we stlll support & 
oate for All those whc, serve #Mlkesaaok 
C.LfJt4~N 
I 
OU C4Vi. 54;\\·•·· · 
~ .·. 
I Milo Yiannopoulos will visit Clemson Oct. 5th in 
weets compiled l:)yT~Sohwarte,News-Ealtor 
Tillman Auditorium. Tickets are $10. 
I 
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CELEBRAT NG FFTY YEARS OF COOPER LIBRARY 
How the "most needed" 
building on campus got 
•its start 
Cooper Library.Tessa Schwarze 
After two years ofNew, Editor 
construction and $3 million 
Clemson's Robert lacer, the building opened 
Muldrow Cooper Library its doors to students 
turns 50 this year, in 1966. 
and according to the To R. M. Cooper's 
library's staff, the building Public Information 
doesn't look bad for its age. Coordinator Micki Reid, 
The five-story, white Clemson's core library 
edifice sits at the heart of has been close co a home. 
campus and accommodates Reid says she has been 
around 8,000 visitors each coming to Cooper for as 
day. The yearly expenditures long as she can remember. 
of all libraries on "I grew up in Cooper 
campus are around $13.7 Library because my mother 
million: chat's approximately worked here; I was literally 
$700 per student, according spending time in Cooper 
to Clemson's website. Library before I was 
Cooper's five stories born," said Reid. "I 
house a range of quiet study remember coming to work 
areas and collaboration with her and being amazed 
zones, as well as a at how big the library 
convenience store and seemed to be." 
coming later this year-a Reid said she used searchable, locally Cloud. The studio, located Building on Campus' ... cook place on October 
Starbucks. Cooper for references mounted databases on Cooper's fifth floor, and there will be a second 14, 1966, but the party is 
Clemson's library throughout her middle (the fore-runner of the features audio and video exhibit lacer in the semester scheduled for October 13 
system has come far since school, high school and online databases we recording studios and a called: "The Heart of from 11am until 1:30pm. 
1959, when the Clemson college years at Clemson. have today). For the Behance wall for inspiration. the University": R. M. Reid says the party 
Board of Trustees said "the She even came back after Library's 30th anniversary in After all it's done for Cooper Library, 1966 to will feature '60s music, 
most needed building on graduation. 1996, the university the university, the birthday Today." cupcakes, a photo booth 
campus," was, in fact, a ((I've been here introduced CU Explorer, subject has a fall semester Reid said there will also and games with prizes. 
. " new library. The university ever since. a web-based system dedicated co "creating be book displays each month Cooper will host its 
had undergone a growth Reid said Cooper that provided access to itself." There's even a giant on the shelves beside the own festivities on the 
spurt in the mid 20th has attained notable the library's catalog, banner in its entryway, Library Services Desk, with patio and by the pond co 
century-nearly tripling achievements over its online databases, online commemorating its half-a­ each display this semester commemorate reaching half 
its 1,200 students-and 50-year life span. In 1984, encyclopedias and the century status. focusing on some aspect of a century. 
Sikes Hall, which had the library moved from World Wide Web. The Library's Facebook 1960s culture. "Cooper is . .. in the heart of 
replaced Tillman as the a traditional paper card In 2015, Clemson page says Cooper's new Reid says there will campus," said Reid, "and 
campus library in 1927, catalog to a mainframe partnered with Adobe exhibit 
«• 
IS all about also be a party to celebrate it's a place many students 
,. 
was no longer suitable for catalog, caking the library Digital Studio and became Cooper. the library's dedication to call home." 
the expanding institution. into the digital world. the only university in the "We'll have two exhibits Robert M. Cooper, who was 
Almost everyday was a In 1987, Cooper country to allow students, about Cooper Library's a member of the Clemson 
modern-day finals week. was one of five libraries faculty and staff full use history. The first one is Trustee Board for 44 years. 
Enter Robert Muldrow in the country that had of the Adobe Creative called 'The Most Needed The original dedication 
Cooper Library opened in 1966, making this year it's 50th anniversary. That means 50 years of finals cramming! 
I 
I 
I 
~o.cate.c£ just minutes from the Clemson campus 
and College Avenue, GrandMarc's new student apartments 
give you plenty of time to learn and live it up, all in one 
modern & convenient location. 
Whether you 1:1re flying solo, living with friends or planning to 
use our sophisticated roommate matching program, we have 
the perfect floor plan for you. Choose from our spacious studio, 
1, 2, 3 or 4 bedroom apartments and be the first students 
to live at GrandMarc Clemson next falL 
L. \. 
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Core campus dining to open this wee~ 
Kathryn McCarthy 
Copy Editor 
Just a few weeks into the 
semester, Clemson students 
will wake up Monday 
morning to find themselves 
heading ro a new dining hall 
on the west side of campus. 
Located in building B 
of the new Core Campus 
complex, The Fresh Food 
Company offers numerous 
dining options for students, 
including salads, gluten­
free items, all-day breakfast, 
Asian cuisine, pizza and 
desserts. 
There are also 
several retail offerings to 
choose from, including a 
Which Wich, Twisted Taco, 
Raising Cane's, Starbucks 
and a POD convenience 
store. Meal plan swipes can 
be used at the residential 
dining location, but students 
will have to use Paw 
Points, Tiger Stripe, 
cash or credit cards at the 
POD and retail locations. 
The 78,000 square 
feet of dining facilities 
includes a 900 seat 
dining hall and a 300 seat 
dining center. Ir replaces 
the 1,000 seat, 6 I-year-old 
Harcombe Dining Hall, 
which was Clemson's main 
dining facility. 
"The Core Campus 
project has been 
in the works forten plus years. 
Harcombe is part of an aging 
Union infrastructure and 
our ability to move the 
dining hall and retail options 
to a new home allows for the 
University to continue to 
make plans for the future 
of the Union building and 
grounds." said Anthony 
Harvey, Associate Director 
for Residential and 
Dining Facilities. 
"Harcombe will still 
be the home for Aramark 
staff offices and will host 
food service in the summer 
of ' 17 when Schilletter 
is temporarily closed for 
some needed infrastructural 
upgrades." 
Construction on rhe 
$96 million project began 
in July 2014, and Clemson 
has faced several issues 
and delays along the way. 
"The weather this . past 
fall played havoc with the 
schedule. Many readers 
will remember all the 
rain for the football games 
last year. It really slows down 
work for utilities in the 
ground as well as buildings 
before they are dried in when 
so much rain occurs." said 
Harvey. 
While these issues 
may have delayed 
the opening of the 
new dining facility, students 
were able to move into 
the dorms located in the 
same building last month. 
Finishing touches on the 
ground floors of buildings 
A, C and D, along with 
landscaping, are expected to 
be completed within the next 
few days. 
"I think the entire 
facili ry will be a gem on 
the University landscape. 
The dining portion of 
the facility will offer students 
the opportunity to have 
increased options for retail 
dining and a larger variety 
of menu options within our 
residential dining program." 
said Harvey. 
Alt-Right.from Al 
campuses. Clemson has nor 
had "Free Speech Zones" 
since 2006, in response to 
student protests. 
Campus Reform reports 
that Clemson students are 
"already" planning protests 
to the event. 
Clemson spokesman Mark 
Land commented on the 
controversy caused by 
Yiannopoulos' impending 
visit to campus. "As an 
educational institution, 
Clemson is committed to 
providing an environment 
where a full range of 
viewpoints and opinions 
can be aired in a civil and 
respectful manner, even if 
those opinions are unpopular 
or distasteful to some within 
our university community," 
Land said. 
Tickers are $10, and available 
at MakeClemsonGreatAgain. 
eventbrite.com. 
..._.,orrection: 
The August 28 article concerning Study Hall bar addressed Michael Gatto to be "inebriated." Because there was no blood alcohol 
level taken, there is no proof Gatto was under the influence. The term "bar fight" was also unfitting term concerning the incident. 
Gatto was attacked and immediately incapacitated. The Gatto Family also noted that they did not have anything to do with 
Jonathan Starkey and the loss of his Statesboro liquor license. Starkey agreed to a settlement with Statesboro, and then voluntarily 
forfeited his license in the county. 
UPDATE ON COTTAGES SHOOTING: 
Shooter in custody, Cottages to increase security 
Kathryn McCarthy 
Copy Editor 
The Pickens County Sheriff's 
Office has arrested a man in 
connection to the shooting of 
a Tri-County Tech student at a 
parry over the weekend. 
21-year-old Jackson 
Quaid Rowland, of Chapin, 
SC, is charged with attempted 
murder and possession of 
a weapon during a violent 
crime. He is currently being 
detained at the Pickens 
County Detention Center. 
The 21-year-old victim, 
from Pomaria, SC, remains 
hospitalized for a gunshot 
wound to the neck and head 
area. He is expected to recover 
from his injuries. 
Deputies were dispatched 
to the Cottages of Clemson, 
located on Smoke Rise Drive in 
Central, SC, around midnight 
after reports of gunfire in the 
complex. Witnesses say that 
the victim and the shooter 
were attending a party being 
held at 102 Sunrise Lane, 
which is located inside the 
Cottages complex. 
According to the sheriff's 
office, a crowd of 500 to 
1000 people were present 
when a physical confrontation 
erupted. The victim was on the 
ground when one round was 
discharged, striking him. 
21-year-old Daniel Heath 
Dixon, of Lexingron, SC, was 
also charged with accessory 
after the fact. He is accused of 
helping to clean and hide the 
gun used during the incident. 
He was arrested on Sunday 
and is currently being held on 
a $15,000 bond at the Pickens 
County Detention Center. 
Deputies say they plan 
to meet with management at 
The Cottages and other local 
law enforcement officials to 
discuss a proactive safety plan. 
"I am very encouraged by their 
commitment to the safety 
and security of their tenants 
and their desire to partner 
with local law enforcement 
weapon during a violent crime. 
as we identify and implement 
additional security measures 
to minimize any opportunities 
for violence," stated Sheriff 
Rick Clark. 
This is the same complex 
where a Clemson student was 
killed in 2012. 
Many consider Albert 
Einstein to be one of the 
smartest men to have ever lived. 
Why do so many consider him 
to be so intelligent? 
In his time, he 
revolutionized physics, 
and many of his ideas are 
continuing to come to 
fruition. One of his ideas was 
the concept of gravitational 
waves. For the first 
time, scientists have observed 
ripples in the fabric of space­
time called gravitational 
waves, reaching the earth 
following a cataclysmic event 
in the distant universe. 
This confirms a major 
prediction of Albert Einstein's 
1915 general theory of 
relativity and opens an 
unprecedented new window 
into the human understanding 
of the cosmos. To understand 
what this means we must 
first conceptualize just what 
a gravitational wave is. 
These waves are analogous to 
ripples in a body of water. 
If someone drops a rock in 
a pond, this creates ripples 
on the surface of the water. 
The fabric ofspace-time works 
in a similar way. 
Though gravitational 
waves are always produced 
by large events, such as two 
neutron stars ( very small and 
very dense stars left after a 
more massive star collapses on 
itself) · orbiting one another, 
this creates ripples in the 
I universe that are large enough 
to detect. This shows that the 
universe can, under certain 
circumstances, bend and warp. 
This phenomenon was 
I predicted by Einstein in his 
theory of general relativity. 
According to Einstein's theory, 
I 
Richard Melton two black holes orbiting one 
Contributor other will eventually collide 
and form a larger black 
hole. In the last second, the 
gravitational binding energy 
of these masses is released, 
creating gravitational waves. 
These waves were 
detected by devices known 
as Laser Interferometers 
in a Laser Interferometer 
Gravitational-wave 
Observatory otherwise referred 
to as LIGO observatories. The 
wave amplitudes measured are 
smaller than the diameter of 
an atom, so these devices use 
laser interferometer patterns 
to detect unbelievably tiny 
changes. These changes 
represent what we now call 
gravitational waves. 
The detectors are located 
in Louisiana and Washington 
State and are operated by 
researchers at Caltech and 
MIT. This discovery was 
originally published this year 
in the journal, Physical Review 
Letters. The waves detected 
by LIGO were determined 
to have originated 1.9 billion 
years ago by black holes thirty 
times the mass ofour sun. 
This not only confirms 
a 100 year old theory, but 
also opens up new frontiers in 
modern physics. 
One of these frontiers 
is the search for light 
confirmation of these 
gravitational waves. NASA 
satellite observatories, like 
Fermi and Swift, as well as many 
ground-based observatories, 
participate in these searches. 
"Detecting x-rays from these 
gravitational waves sources 
would revolutionize the study 
of black hole binaries and 
similar systems," says Dr. 
Dieter Hartmann, a professor 
of Physics and Astronomy at 
Clemson University. 
L. ,.._ 
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TIMEOUTParker Tilley support or resources in the freedoms we have 
tigertimeout@_pmail.comContributor order to be a part of the been given because of Why blind patriotism is not SAAVON SMALLS 
solution. the sacrifices men and TimeOut Editor 
MYRAHUTIOWhether you're a sports A cartoon women in uniform have 
Assistant TimeOut Editorpatriotism
junkie or you've never circulating on social made. 
watched ESPN, I'm sure media portrays Kaepernick PHOTO 
photo.thetigernews@gmail.comat some point in your the situation in obviously doesn't realize Jack O'Reilly that surround the is never satisfied. He 
KIMMoNTUORO
media consumption another light. Colin that without those Contributor nation's anger at or she knows that Photo Editor 
over the past week you Kaepernick's six year sacrifices the national Colin Kaepernick, America is a great and 
COPY EDITINGspotted the story about NFL contract is valued anthem represents, he Before we get let's dispel the notion incredible nation, and 
copy.thetigernews@gmail.com
Colin Kaepernick. In at $114 million (it's would not be where started, I need you, that anything that he's it is because he knows DANIEL KENNEDY 
case you haven't heard, quite ridiculous, he is right now. He is Head CO£Y Editorreader, ro do me a done is offensive or its greatness that he is 
CAYLIN IIIRAPARAthe San Francisco 49ers however I digress). In doing this because he quick favor. Picture disrespectful towards compelled, to identify Copy Editor 
quarterback sparked the cartoon, it quotes has the freedom to do in your head the ideal members and veterans and swiftly rectify the KATIE McCARTHY 
American c1t1zen. of the American wrongs or evils thatoutrage and controversy the football player so. If he cannot see Copy Editor 
"Tothroughout the United saying, ii protest that his actions degrade What does he or she military. Americans seek to undermine 
States when he refused racial inequality, I and disrespect the look like? Tall or short? enlist in the military for his nations greatness. WEB MANAGEMENT 
to stand up during a refuse to stand for democracy that allows Black or white? What a multitude of reasons, A man that blinds website .thetigernews@gmail.com 
pre-game playing of the the national anthem." him to speak out in kind of church does but there are always himself to injustices 
national anthem. Then the reporter asks, the manner he chooses, he or she go to, if two reasons that come and hardships put upon SOCIAL MEDIA 
Following the "So to protest income then he has missed the they go to one at all? to mind before any his fellow countrymen socialJhetigernews@gmail.com 
game, Kaepernick told inequality, will you whole point. Some of you may be other. Ask any veteran is not a patriot, he 
the media that he was refuse to take your Dr. Martin Luther thinking, "There is no you know why they is selfish, cowardly, DISPLAY ADS 
not "going to stand paycheck?" We know King Jr. famously said, ideal American, I don't enlisted, and before and thoroughly un­ adsJhetigernews@gma;/.com 
LILLIAN POSTON know what to picture." they say whatever American. up to show pride in the answer to that: of "Our lives begin to 
Advertising ManagerThat's fine, you're just reasons personally If all Americans 
that oppresses black If Kaepernick truly silent about things that 
a flag for a country course not! end the day we become 
a bit ahead of me. Try applied to them, they'll were anywhere 
people and people of wants to be a part of the matter." Trust me, this BUSINESSthinking of Superman. always say, "to protect near as patriotic as 
business.thetigernews@gmail.comHe's a safe choice. If your rights and your Colin Kaepernick, 
and 49ers coach Chip take on an advocacy Kaepernick thinks he 
color." While the NFL solution, then he would is silence even though 
an artist rendered all of freedom." his refusal to stand 
Kelly have both said role. He would donate is standing for our imaginary, "ideal That's what I said would be a serious DISTRIBUTION 
H-- distribution.theli!.f..e.!'_news@gmail.comthat they cannot force some of his income something. There is Americans" onto one when I enlisted, and issue not because he JAMAR WILLIAMS Kaepernick to stand to a civil rights based silence as it relates to big canvas, I'm sure it's what I said when I "disrespected" the flag, Distribution Manager 
and believe he has the organization. his solutions for the we'd never find two volunteered to spend 6 but because there is 
right to remain seated, He would take issue, and all I see that were exactly alike months in the Middle so much injustice and 
people across the pride in his country is a plan to promote (except for a bunch of East. Sure, I wanted struggle for Americans. 
country have ensued while contributing to controversy. Supermen) . Americans free college and an The anger and disgust 
with many emotions the national dialogue Dr. King was aren't the same, and adventure, but I wan ted hurled upon him 
over the issue. over this hideous a proud American Its our differences, to protect your rights ought to be channeled 
Kaepernick isn't issue. He would take cmzen who fought whether they are in and your freedoms. into solving America's 
the first professional some time off the field for what he believed skin color, religion, Colin Kaepernick problems, and into 
athlete to stand up for and mentor youth. in and will forever be gender, or anything is not disrespecting making America 
a cause by using his He would propose remembered as a force else, that have made any veteran; he's greater. 
position of popularity. solutions that work to be reckoned with in and continue to make only proving that No citizen who 
NBA players Dwayne towards equality for light of equality for all. America great. their sacrifices were claims that they're 
Wade and LeBron James all while avoiding such Colin Kaepernick's self­ So how come a lot worthwhile. proud to be an 
have pulled similar egregious disrespect publicity stunt may be of Americans demand No veteran American should ever 
stunts in the past. for the country that seen as heroic or moving other Americans to thought, 'Tm going to say, "If Kaepernick 
I think that his provides him the in the eyes of a select "worship" America in go to Afghanistan and doesn't like it here, 
blatant disregard for freedom to be on the few, but in the eyes of a certain and absolute fight so that people maybe he should 
patriotism and freedom field. most Americans, his way? Why do school HAVE to stand for go somewhere else." 
isn't right, and his In general, while actions are unpatriotic children face ridicule if the national anthem Instead they should 
actions are sending I'm concerned about his and distract us from they don't want to say or HAVE to wear say, "Does Kaepernick 
other messages besides lack of respect for the the real reason he even the national anthem red white and blue." have a valid point? If 
the one he wants to national anthem, I'm wanted to protest in the every morning? Why Forcing him to stand so, how can we help?" 
convey. most bothered by his first place. does waving a flag would be a slap in That's why when 
While he may be lack of support to find Disagreement on more vigorously than the face to those that I close my eyes and 
upset about what is a solution for the issues an issue is one thing­ other people make fought and died for his think of the ideal 
going on across the to which he is raising it's what enriches and you more American? rights . Who the hell American, I think of 
country right now awareness. propels the democracy Why can't the are you to deny him Colin Kaepernick, even 
regarding race relations, My comparative we live in. Disrespect quarterback for the his God given, and though he can't handle 
refusing to respect the politics class allows is another issue. Our San Francisco 49ers American defended, the pressure from a 
country as a whole me to view this from country may have sit down during the freedom? blitz up the middle, 
isn't the proper way yet another lens. quite a few issues to national anthem if he With that said, and even though he 
to go about it. As it Our textbook defines pick through, however chooses to? I believe I turn to the angry constantly wants to 
is often said, "if you patriotism as "pride undermining the that many Americans nationalism that abandon the structure CONTACT US 
want to complain in one's state," and principles we stand have lost sight of has brought on this of the play call, I think 
MAIN OFFICEabout something, you emphasizes that "people for can't be added to what it means ro be controversy. Blind he's got more courage 
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Anderson, S.C. up for a cause, when It." The national through the noise of Colin Kapernick, that America stands for. He has put his career, 
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isn't putting forth any pride that draws upon the process. an American "patriot" dying for your country, standing on the line 
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Colin Halm 
Asst. Sports Editor 
The Clemson Tigers 
probably couldn't have made 
that game any closer if they 
had tried. Clemson won 19~ 
13, but it could have easily 
been counted as a loss. 
On a 4th-and-4 with 40 
seconds left deep in Auburn 
territory, Dabo Swinney 
decided to let his offense try 
to convert for a first down 
instead of letting his kicker 
try for a field goal. The field 
goal, if made, would have put 
Clemson up by nine with just 
40 seconds left, not enough 
time for Auburn to score twice. 
Instead, Wayne Gallman failed 
to convert and Auburn took 
over on their 15-yard line. 
After the game Swinney 
remarked on his thought 
process, "I played the odds and 
I wanted to put it in the hands 
of our defense. If they march 
down the field with 40 seconds 
and no timeouts I'm going to 
go down and shake their hand 
and say great job." 
All in all, this was probably 
the worst choice Swinney 
made during the game. The 
field goal would have only 
been a 41-yard attempt, and 
for a kicker that is one of the 
best on attempts inside 45 
yards, a no-brainer. Not to 
mention that handing the ball 
off to a rusher that averaged 
3.4 yards per rush on the 
night when his team needed 
four yards was actually going 
against the odds anyway. 
Even allowing Watson to 
throw for a first-down might 
not have been the worst idea 
considering Clemson has one 
of the best quarterbacks in the 
nation. A short screen would 
have certainly done the trick. 
Speaking of screens, 
Clemson had very few of those 
during the game. Most of the 
passing plays involved using 
traditional wide receiver sets. 
There were no quick throws to 
the outside. There were no sets 
where Gallman lined up as a 
wide receiver to block. Screens 
were the offense's bread and 
butter last year. Maybe Coach 
Swinney decided they would 
be too risky against such a 
good Auburn defensive line 
or maybe the idea would be 
to stretch the secondary more 
by making throws downfield. 
Whatever the reason, 
Clemson's offense did not 
look like itself. 
The return of receiver Mike 
Williams, however, proved to 
be a major difference. Last 
year, Williams suffered a 
season-ending neck injury in 
the first game of the season. 
His football career could 
have ended, but Williams 
was fortunate enough to have 
another chance. 
He did not receive a single 
target m the first quarter 
of the game as the offense 
stalled and failed to move into 
scoring range. It was almost as 
if Clemson forgot Williams 
was even there. On Clemson's 
first play of the second 
quarter, Mike Williams 
caught the ball for an 11-yard 
gain. Clemson would go on 
to score a touchdown during 
that drive. Williams set a 
career-high in receiving yards 
with 17 4 on nine receptions. 
He also accounted for 70 
percent of the entire wide 
receiver production. 
On the other side of the 
ball, Clemson's defense was 
outstanding. Venables is 
a magician when it comes 
to defenses and it certainly 
showed. Jadar Johnson 
highlighted all throughout 
the game, making fantastic 
plays all throughout the night. 
He had an interception and 
he was the one to bat down 
Auburn's second Hail Mary 
throw at the end of the garµe. 
Ben Boulware had some good 
and bad as he too had an 
interception, but made the 
late hit out-of-bounds on a 
3rd-and- l O that extended 
Auburn's drive which would 
result in a touchdown. 
As a whole, the defense 
only allowed 87 rushing 
yards and 175 passing 
yards, 2.1 and 5.8 yards per 
play respectively. Auburn's 
quarterbacks rushed for -20 
yards on 10 attempts which 
took any chance that Auburn 
had of having any dual­
threat capabilities out of the 
offense early. 
It was a dicey game from 
start to finish. Watson didn't 
look as comfortable as he 
usually does. Mike Williams 
carried the offense. The 
defense yet again proved that, 
despite losing key playmakers 
every year, they can still 
be the same defense time 
and again. 
This was the first win 
Clemson has had in Jordan­
Hare Stadium since 1950 as 
well as extended Clemson's 
streak of winning against 
unranked opponents to 38. 
Clemson's next game will be 
in the friendly confines of 
Death Valley on September 
1 0 against Troy. 
+ 
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How the Atlantic Coast Conference will shake 
out this season 
Cole Little 4. North Carolina as head coach of the Orange, after overcoming both a the entire 2016 season. and Petrino's coaching 
Senior StaffWriter State Wolfpack 6-6 as Syracuse has a long road major knee and Hodgkin's Therefore, do not expect acumen will be a major 
(3-5) to travel before becoming Lymphoma. Together with much from the Blue Devils reason why. 
Aside from senior relevant in ACC football. fellow running back Qadree this fall.Atlantic Division 
running back Matt Dayes, Ollison, Conner will help Player of the Year & 
N.C. State boasts too much Coastal Division the Panthers put together a 7. Virginia Cavaliers Offensive Player of the1. Clemson Tigers 
inexperience on offense to 1. Miami Hurricanes solid season. - 3-9 (0-8) Year11-1 overall (7 -1 ACC) 
compete for the Atlantic - 9-3 (6-2) New head coachAside from a Thursday 
Division title. Potential first-round 4. Virginia Tech Bronco Mendenhall has Deshaun Watson, QB -night road loss at the hands 
draft pick Brad Kaaya will Hokies - 7-5 (5-3) plenty of work to do before Clemson Tigers 
of the Yellow Jackets, you 
5. Wake Forest solidify himself as one of the First-year head coach the Wahoos can become can expect the Tigers to 
Demon Deacons - 6-6 nation's best quarterbacks, Justin Fuente does not competitive once again. Watson likely has hisplay flawlessly on their way 
(3-5) and the Hurricanes will win currently have the talent to sights set on winning the to their second consecutive 
Expect a slight the Coastal title thanks to a compete for a conference Championship Game Heisman Trophy, and heCollege Football Playoff. 
improvement from the victory over the Tar Heels. championship, but the should win the ACC Player 
Demon Deacons this Hokies will still make a little Clemson Tigers defeat of the Year award with ease.2. Louisville Cardinals 
year with head coach 2. North Carolina Tar noise this year. Miami Hurricanes -10-2 (7-1) 
Dave Clawson gradually Heels - 9-3 (6-2) Defensive Player of theWith dual-threat 
rebuilding the program. The Tar Heels still 5. Georgia Tech The Tigers will repeat Yearquarterback Lamar Jackson 
boast plenty of talent from Yellow Jackets 8-4 as ACC champions when
leading the charge, expect 
6. Boston College last year's team, which (5-3) they defeat the 'Canes in Carlos Watkins, DTthe Cardinals to be the 
Eagles - 5-7 (1-7) appeared in the conference Although they will Charlotte this December. Clemson Tigers surprise team of the ACC 
The Eagles will win championship game, but far short of winning thethis season. 
five games only because a head-to-head tiebreaker Coastal, the Yellow Jackets Coach of the Year Watkins will establish 
of a favorable schedule, as with Miami will prevent will garner some impressive himself as one of the best3. Florida State 
I there is not much talent in them from returning to the victories this season. Bobby Petrino, HC - pass rushers in the nationSeminoles - 10-2 (6-2) 
Chestnut Hill this season. ACC title game. Louisville Cardinals this season.With losses only to the 
6. Duke Blue Devils A freak athlete,
aforementioned Tigers and 
7. Syracuse Orange - 3. Pittsburgh Panthers - 4-8 (2-6) Louisville will be in Watkins will lead Clemson'sCardinals, the Seminoles 
3-9 (0-8) -8-4 (5-3) Starting quarterback the running for a College ultra-talented defensiveshould still fall a little shortI 
Dino Babers will Star running back Thomas Sirk recently tore Football Playoff berth at the line this fall . of general expectations 
struggle in his first season James Conner is back his Achilles and will miss end of the regular season,this season. 
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Clemson men 1s soccer off to a hot start 
Allison Daniel 
Sports Editor 
Historic Riggs Field 
was electric on Friday night 
as an early season top-10 
match-up was getting ready 
to take place between No. 
2 Clemson University and 
No. 8 Creighton University. 
The Tigers ha¥e started off 
the season strongly with two 
victories including one over 
in-state rival South Carolina. 
They added to that resume 
on Friday with a 1-0 win 
at home. 
With expectations being 
high this year, it is important 
that the Tigers continue to 
rely on the players who have 
proven they can be difference 
makers for this team. 
Some of these players are 
highlighted below. 
Oliver Shannon 
The junior from 
Liverpool scored .Clemson's 
lone goal on Friday, his first 
of the year, and also has an 
assist on the season. After a 
stellar 2015 where Shannon 
had five goals and four 
assists, the Tigers can rely 
on his experience and his 
prowess to help them make 
another run at a national 
championship this year. 
Diego Campos 
If you spend any 
time watching Clemson 
soccer, Campos will make 
an impression. Tough and 
quick, he can cause a lot of 
problems for the opponents' 
defenses. He is coming off a 
2015 season where he had 
four goals and five assists. 
With the two leading 
scorers from last year gone, 
Campos will have more 
opportunities to impact 
the game. Already with two 
goals over the course of 
three games, expect to see 
his name on the score sheet 
frequently this year. 
Iman Mafi 
Mafi is one of the captains 
for this year's squad and he 
certainly plays like it. He is 
a dynamic midfielder who 
can play a variety of roles; 
whether it be defending, 
setting up goals or scoring 
them himself. That shows 
in his numbers from 2015, 
where he had four goals and 
a team-high eight assists 
over the course of his 21 
games. He is a Tiger whose 
leadership and heart will help 
when the going gets tough 
this season. 
Mariq Hill 
Hill was a player who 
didn't get as many quality 
minutes last year, but so 
far he has shown up for 
the Tigers. 
On Friday night he was a 
huge difference maker, stifling 
every attack Creighton could 
put together. He has a habit 
of being in the right place at 
the right time. 
Having strong defenders 
is important this year since 
star goalkeeper Andrew 
Tarbell is no longer present 
that being said, Ximo 
Miralles is no stranger 
to the sport and will 
also be a key player 
this season. 
Ximo Miralles 
Fans on Friday were 
entertained by several 
acrobatic, and just downright 
impressive, saves from the 
sophomore keeper. While 
that was only his second start 
for Clemson, he played ten 
years with Villarreal FC Youth 
Academy, the under-19 team 
for the Spanish professional 
club, Villarreal FC. While it 
remains unclear how playing 
time will be split between 
him and Brady Allardice, 
Miralles could very well have 
a significant impact on the 
season for the Tigers. 
With a lot of offensive 
fire power from last year's 
team gone, new players will 
have to step up and the defense 
will have to hold strong if the 
Tigers want to make another 
College Cup appearance and 
emerge victorious. 
The Tigers will be in 
action again on September 
9 at 7:30 p.m. against No. 3 
North Carolina at Historic 
Riggs Field. 
VETERAN LEADERSHIP KEY FOR 
CLEMSON'S CHAMPIONSHIP HOPES 
Torez Corry 
Columnist 
One thing that Vegas takes 
into account when making odds 
on National Championships 
is the quality and quantity of 
the returning starters. With 
a good offensive line and 
returning starters, you are almost 
guaranteed to win a lot ofgames. 
So it should come as no surprise 
that my three impact players for 
the Clemson football team are 
two seniors and a redshirt junior. 
Starting on the oflensive 
side of the ball, Clemson will 
be welcoming back redshin 
junior Mike Williams. Williams 
suffered a neck fracture after 
being pushed into a goalpost 
in an early season game against 
Wofford in 2015. Williams was 
forced to miss nearly the entire 
season for recovety. 
Clemson was thin at the 
wide receiver position last year 
in terms ofexperience. Although 
Clemson's offense racked up a 
lot ofyards, they were missing a 
big play vertical threat. Freshman 
Deon Cain emerged as the deep 
threat later on in the season, but 
he showed his youthfulness off 
the field with the mistake he 
made before the Orange Bowl, 
when he was suspended for 
failing a drug test. 
Williams brings veteran 
leadership at the receiver position 
and has big play ability. In 2014, 
Williams had 1,030 receiving 
yards and averaged 18.1 yards 
per catch. His chemistry with 
quarterback Deshaun Watson 
is undeniable and his talent has 
him projected as a first rounder 
by many pundits. If he can 
return to the player he was before 
his injury this offense will be 
historically great. 
In the words of the 
late great coach Bear Bryant, 
"Offense sells tickets, but defense 
wins championships." Clemson 
only returns three starters on 
defense, and two of those 
three starters will be pivotal for 
Clernson's success. 
Senior linebacker Ben 
Boulware has accomplished a lot 
in his three years at Clemson. His 
impact will be felt on the field, 
but what will be the difference 
maker will be his leadership on 
and off the field. 
Defensive Coordinator 
Brent Venables looks at Boulware 
as an extension of hirnsel£ That's 
exactly what he will need to do: 
make sure guys are in the right 
spots, know the plays, help 
them with their assignments 
and communicate with the 
younger guys on the defensive 
side of the ball. The pre-season 
first-team All-American's 
leadership will be crucial to 
Clemson's success on defense. 
Cornerback Cordrea 
Tankersley is another key player 
on the defensive side of the ball. 
Tankersley had the decision to 
leave early for the NFL Draft, 
but ultimately decided to come 
back for another year. This was 
great news because Clemson 
would have been extremely thin 
at a positon that they do not have 
much depth at to begin with. 
Tankersley was targeted 
earlier on in the season largely 
due to the fact that quarterbacks 
refused to throw on Mackensie 
Alexander's side. 
However, the Renwick­
Flanders Most Improved player 
on defense had five interceptions 
and nine passes defended. This 
year he will have the honor of 
defending the opposing teams' 
number one wide receiver. 
He only faces one receiver 
with a thousand yards from 
last year and that is Louisville's 
James Quick, so this shouldn't 
be too hard of a transition. One 
of the bigger issues is that he 
will need to stay healthy. 
Tankersley cannot afford to miss 
any time because of the depth 
issues at cornerback. 
He doesn't have to 
be Mackensie Alexander 
reincarnated, he just has to play 
his game and everything will 
be fine. 
If Clemson want to hold 
up the National Championship 
at the end of the season, 
these three upperclassmen will 
be key. 
a Clemson football game and her, she's had good and bad So, it's a slope. No, 
THE MOST EXCITING 
she had a great time despite 
the uncomforting feeling. 
Others sadly, don't 
always get to have a great time 
experiences, but she wouldn't 
trade her experiences on the 
hill for anything. 
So does the play on the 
it's more than a slope. It's 
a hill. Nope, it's The Hill. 
It's a community. It's where 
all of you and your closest 
on the hill. For senior Sarah field change your experience friends go to, to sing, dance 
25 SECONDS IN COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Knowles, while she said her 
first game was amazing, she 
also mentioned the less than 
on the Hill? If the Tigers aren't 
playing well, then most of the 
stadium isn't happy. If they 
and most importantly 
to root on the Tigers. Whether 
you've had a great time, 
enjoyable moments. "If the are playing well, the energy win or lose, we can all agree 
team is not playing in the way is out of this world. Your hill the Hill is an experience. 
they want them to play, then experience could be affected It must be taken in by 
the people around you start by whether or not the Tigers everyone. If you're student 
An open letter to the Hill 
to get angry. Sadly, sometimes 
this does happen and I 
couldn't be more upset than 
win that day. If the Tigers go 
undefeated at home again this 
year, I believe everyone will 
at Clemson University, you 
have to experience the Hill 
at least one time. It's our 
when the Tigers are losing." have an amazing experience on God-given rights as Tigers. 
Knowles said. According to the Hill. Go Tigers! 
Thomas Marshall I've learned that when Many students agreed with 
Columnist you're on the hill, you stand Jansen. "You're so close to 
It's love or hate. It's the 
best and the worst. 
It's an experience, 
some say. 
It's the hill that 
commences the best entrance 
in college football history. We 
all know why it's "the most 
exciting 25 seconds in college 
football," as Brent Musburger 
put it so eloquently in 1985. 
But why do I have a notion 
that "The Hill" might not be 
what it's cracked up to be? 
The Hill at Memorial 
Stadium in Clemson, South 
·Carolina is the famous hill 
the entire game, and you are 
positioned on an incline. You 
are also right beside the band 
and are very close to the action 
of the game. It seems like the 
best place to be, right? Some 
agree, some don't. These hill 
tickets are either the place to 
be or the place you're trying to 
avoid on game day. 
If you're a freshman, like 
myself, you might not know 
much about the infamous hill 
tickets at Clemson. 
This week I talked to 
a variety of students with 
many different perspectives 
everyone in the student 
body and everybody's getting 
hyped!" junior Henry Varn 
said about his hill experience. 
He also talked about how 
close you get to the action,. 
how it's the best seat in 
Memorial Stadium. 
Garrett Von Meden said 
"if you can get close to where 
they (the players) run down the 
hill, it's the best experience." 
Everyone keeps bringing 
up the keyword: experience. 
Everyone says it's truly an 
experience like no other 
to watch a game from the 
I 
I 
I 
where our Clemson football 
athletes run down to begin 
every home game. Memorial 
Stadium seats just about 
80,000 and is a beauty 
of architecture. There are 
seats encompassing the 
stadium until you come to the 
section where Howard's Rock 
stands. It's what makes Death 
Valley, Death Valley! Meet, 
"The Hill." 
Many students have a 
love-hate relationship with 
the hill. The tickets have 
been dubbed the name "hill 
tickets." When you go on the 
Clemson athletics website to 
reserve student tickets, there 
is a specific ticket you can 
reserve to stand on the hill, to 
watch the game. Having only 
been a student here for about 
two weeks, 
and opinions about watching 
a game from the hill at 
Memorial Stadium. I went 
around campus to ask a series 
of questions like "What is a 
hill ticket? "Or 'What kind 
of experience do you get 
when you sit on the hill?" 
Or "Do you enjoy the hill 
ticket?" I received a number 
of responses. 
Whether you're a freshman, 
sophomore, junior, or even a 
graduate student; you know 
all about the infamous hill. 
That wasn't up in the air. The 
question really is, "How is 
an experience on the hill at 
Death Valley?" 
One response was: 
"There's nothing like it," 
junior Jansen Raymond said. 
He also went on to say it was 
"the best place to be on a 
Saturday in Death Valley!" 
hill. Sophomore Hunter 
Worthington said "It's pumped 
and it makes the game more 
enjoyable." He enjoys the 
closeness and how everyone is 
energized for the game. 
Most students love the 
hill, bur there are some that 
aren't in love with the notion 
of watching a game without 
sitting down at all. 
Emily Majarski said that 
her first Clemson game was on 
the hill. She then went on to 
say it wasn't the best the entire 
time. "It was uncomfortable on 
the angle, bur it is something 
you have to experience as a 
Clemson student." It might 
have been uncomfortable 
standing on an angle for three 
hours but Emily went O!J. to 
say, "It was a lot fun!" For 
Emily, it was the experience of 
the hill. It was her first time at 
,, 
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Saavon Smalls 
TimeOut Editor 
Are you great at art? 
Do you feel obligated to 
show the world? Do you 
define yourself as "rugged"? 
Then we have the job 
for you! 
Head Football Coach 
Dabo Swinney is looking 
for a tattoo artist and 
you can fill those probably 
leather-strapped shoes. 
"To be the best, you 
gotta act the best," said 
an impassioned Swinney. 
"And sometimes, you 
have to take a few risks to 
stand out from the crowd." 
So how does he intend 
to do that? 
"I think a dragon 
tattoo would really set me 
apart from those other 
punk coaches," Swinney 
said. "Nick Saban? More 
like Nick Lame-ban after I 
get this 'too done." 
The coach said that 
he wants the dragon to be 
across his back, breathing 
fire at all of his enemies. 
"I hope Jimbo Fischer, 
Bob Stoops and Bobby 
Petrino like getting tan, to attend Juilliard but is at top 15." 
because my dragon tattoo Clemson. "But Dabo's too "I think he's going 
is going to make sute that mainstream. Maybe if he through a rebellious phase," 
they look as orange as were a Steve Spurrier or a said President Clements. 
Donald Trump's face." Will Muschamp, I'd do it." "Ir's a lot of pressure 
So far, Swinney has a "Hell yeah I would," being as good a coach 
few names for the dragon. said the fan who cries and dancer as he is. I just 
"I've narrowed it down every time Dabo gives a think it's getting ro him." 
to Scorcher, Beast or Cady speech. "He's a precious "Ir's not a phase, 
from 'Mean Girls.' I want treasure and I get to touch Jimmy!" said Swinney upon 
its name hearing 
to Clements' 
bad ass, 
be ------------------------... 
comment."l WANT ITS NAME TO BE BADASS, 
because " Can t 
BECAUSE l'M BADASS" a man 
badass 
I m 
just get a 
you 
-NOT DABO SWINNEY 
cool dragon 
tat withoutdon't get ---------------------------
the name having 
Dabo arbitrarily." him, so that's good enough inner turmoil?" 
Now that he's settled for me." A few of Swinney's 
the logistics of his tattoo, When asked if she players have also voiced 
Swinney is looking for a had any experience in some concern. 
tattoo artist from among tattooing, her response was "His cool dad vibe 
the ranks of Clemson "... What? I thought I was is getting a Ii ttle too 
students. giving him a massage." extreme," said Deshaun 
"I only do things However, not everyone Watson. "I wished I'd never 
within the Clemson was on board with Dabo's taught him how to whip 
Family, regardless of skill plan. and nae nae." 
level, logical sense or "Dragon tattoos do "He should get his 
convenience: Tigers only. not convey the ideas swag tips from me," said 
Hell, I even asked an actual of this university," said Ben Boulware, who wanted 
tiger." Almeda Jacks. "It's like he to be referred to as Ben-Z. 
"I would tattoo Dabo," trying to make us a top "Pizza parties? Tattoos? 
said the one kid who wanted 100 university instead of a That's some weak stuff, 
man. Drinking from a 
trophy? MVP status." 
How much does it 
pay to become Dabo's 
tattoo artist? 
"All · the pizza you 
want," Swinney said. 
"But only Papa John's, 
because out of all the pizza 
chains in existence, they 
own us." 
"Also, I'll teach you 
how to do the whip OR nae 
nae, but not both." 
Swinney also plans 
to have a tattoo party in 
Death Valley. 
"Rain or shine, a 
dragon WILL be tattooed 
on mine and everyone's 
back," Swinney said. 
"ESPN will be there to 
film it, it'll be, as my 
boys say 'lit."' 
"He can't do that," 
Clements said. "At least 
I don't think he can do 
that, I don't know, 
that's not my job." 
Applications can be 
found in your local Papa 
John's. Consider making 
a lasting contribution to 
the Clemson 
Family today. 
ON THE '.PROWL • • 
KNoWWHAT ¥ou WANT 
There's nothing 
quite like a random sexual 
hookup after studying 
non-stop for the past 
three weeks. 
This, my friends, was 
one of the greatest things 
that ever happened to me. 
We had gone on a few 
dates only to finally settle 
in bed and get the ball 
rolling (if you know what 
I mean). I had never slept 
with a guy without having 
been in a relationship with 
him for at least half a year. 
He was a nice enough 
guy who happened to 
be a few years older than 
I, so I felt comfortable 
trying out this new 
experience - especially 
after recently leaving a 
long and toxic relationship. 
His performance was 
exceptional, and I 
couldn't wait to see him 
again to construct a real 
relationship. 
WRONG. 
From this moment 
on, he was one of those 
guys who got what he 
wanted. Sure, it's true 
that he wanted ti:, keep 
seeing me and I wanted 
to keep seeing him. Bur 
it turned out that every 
time we managed to meet 
up (when he didn't cancel 
on me at the last minute); 
he wanted to spend the 
entire time in bed with 
me. I was okay with this 
for a while, bur eventually, 
I started bringing up dates. 
Llke going to the movies, 
watching Netflix and 
eating pizza, going out to 
eat (I really like food) or 
spending the day outdoors. 
For whatever reason, he 
would agree that it was a 
good idea, and then cancel 
last second. 
I'm addressing men 
and women here: if this is 
not the type of relationship 
you want, get the nads, 
for a lack of better words, 
to call it off. It rook me 
several months to finally 
stop responding. Oh 
yeah, I tried talking about 
it with him. I told him I 
wanted more than sex, but 
in the end, it didn't make 
a difference. 
I'm fi(lt $ate I would 
call this guy manipulative 
or if! would ever place him 
in a bad light. He's a decent 
guy with a lot going for 
him. Things just weren't 
happening the way I 
wanted them to. And that's 
fine, as long as I could be 
honest with myself and 
be brave enough to call 
things off. 
My advice is: if you 
start hooking up with 
someone, be sure to make 
things clear with each other 
from the beginning. Tell 
each other what it is exactly 
you're looking for and get 
to know one another. This 
was my first experience 
hooking up with someone, 
and I probably rushed 
into it too quickly after 
abandoning a failing 
relationship. I was trying 
to fill a hole that couldn't 
be filled. Learn from my 
mistakes and love yourself 
enough to give yourself 
the time you need to heal 
after a rough breakup. It 
will also give you time to 
remember who you are 
and what you truly want 
out of a relationship. This 
was a great experience for 
me because I learned that 
random hookups aren't 
my thing. And sometimes, 
people put up a fa.,ade to 
get you interested in them. 
In the end, I and 
the guy I broke up with 
became a thing again. We 
are currently close friends 
working to find ourselves 
together after all of this 
drama went down. The 
guy I hooked up with is 
a good and intelligent 
person, but he just wasn't 
what I was looking for 
and it ca:used more pain to 
emotion~y detach myself 
from anoth¢r guy I rued 
about. 
XfJXC?,.. 
Mic~~ 
F~ 
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HAT'S COMING 
TO YOUR TV THIS FALL 
Story by Mollie Manglich, Contributor 
So what's newforfall television? Expectations have already been set based on lastyear's autum,n 
prem,ieres. Quantico introduced us to a new class ofsexy FBI recruits while "Scream, Qµeens" showed 
us an '"Am,erican Horror Story" spoofcan, infact, be entertaining. Television this season will consist ofa 
plethora ofcinem,a reboots, so hold on to your cross and bible and get ready for "The Exorcist" - the TV 
show. Multiple other m,ovies have been reim,aged into new television series thisfall such as "Frequency, " 
"Lethal Weapon" and "MacGyver." The question is, will these shows be as entertaining as their nam,esake 
counterparts or will they be a repeat ofthe "10 Things I Hate About You" rebootfiasco from, 2010? Either 
way, there is definitely som,e potential am,ongst this new group offall television series. 
"This is Us" premieres Sept. 20 at 10 pm on NBC 
Starring: Mandy Moore, Milo Ventimiglia, Justin 
Hartley, Chrissy Metz 
From the creators of "Crazy, Stupid, Love" comes a 
new series about a group of people who were born on the 
same day. The show entangles the stories of a married couple 
expecting triplets, a middle aged man in search of his absent 
father, a TV playboy tired of his superficial lifestyle and an 
overweight woman trying to figure out what she values most 
in life. The show has the potential to be the feel good drama 
series that television has been missing for the past couple 
years. 
"The Exorcist" premieres Sept. 23 at 9 pm on Fox 
Starring: Alfonso Herrera, Ben 
Daniels, Geena Davis 
So Tigers, my recommendation for the perfect date night 
and chill show would definitely be "The Exorcist." It gives the 
perfect excuse to snuggle closer to someone without coming 
on too strong. Guys, when girls "accidentally" jump at the 
pop out scene, you have a great opportunity to nonchalantly 
position your arm around her. After all, what's more romantic 
"Man with a Plan" premieres Oct. 24 at 
8:30 on CBS 
Starring: Matt LeBlanc 
Joey Tribbiani - oh sorry I mean Matt LeBlanc - is back in a 
I primetime comedy spot starring as himself. Being forced into 
the matriarchal role when his wife suddenly has to go back to 
work, Matt must take on the responsibilities of carpooling kids 
to ballet recitals, soccer practices and cooking dinner. Think ofI 
Lonestar's "Mr. Mom" in TV form. 
I 
"Kevin Can Wait" premieres Sept. 19 at 8:30 pm 
on CBS 
Starring: Kevin James, Erinn Hayes 
Kevin James, starring as himself, has just retired as a police 
officer and is excited to spend more time with his wife and 
three kids. All is fun and games until he realizes being home 
all the time may prove to be more challenging than spending 
most of his time on the streets. 
"Designated Survivor" premieres Sept. 21st at 10 
pm on ABC 
Starring: Kiefer Sutherland, Natasha McElhone, 
Maggie Q 
After a catastrophic attack on Washington, D.C. during 
the State of the Union Address, low-level cabinet member 
Tom Kirkman (Kiefer Sutherland from "24") is the only politician 
in the presidential line of succession left alive. As the lone 
survivor, he is promptly sworn in as President of the United 
States and becomes tasked with responding to the after 
effects of the attack, unaware that this turmoil is just the 
beginning. 
"Conviction" premieres October 3rd at 
10 pm on ABC 
Every television season needs a good courtroom drama and 
"Conviction" has potential to satisfy the bill. Agent Carter's 
Hayley Atwell plays attorney and former first daughter Hayes 
Morrison, who has been spending her nights in New York's 
finest platinum penitentiary for cocaine possession. Unlike 
traditional lawyers such as Alicia Florick and Harvey Specter, 
Hayes Morrison has spent time on both sides of the stands. 
In exchange for her freedom, she cuts a deal with her arch 
nemesis Wayne Wallis Eddie Cahill of "CSI" fame) to work with 
his team at the Conviction Integrity Unit. This will give her the 
opportunity to investigate cases of people of who could have 
·been wrongfully accused and turn around her family's negative 
media image. 
) ' I 
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Get in the 1nood to study 
Eight songs to add to your study playlist 
Story byJoseph Messier, Contributor 
Everyone knows that studying is nofun, but som.etim.es listening to m.usic can be a great way to focus on 
the task at hand. Personally, I enjoy listening to som.e chill songs to keep m.y m.indfrom. wandering, but 
.som.e people m.ay enjoy listening to hardcore techno-m.etal when hitting the books. On the offchance that 
you aren't that kind ofperson, here are som.e cool songs to play in the background when getting intim.ate 
with that m.aterialfor tom.orrow's test. 
"Into the Ocean'' by Blue October is a softer song with muted tones. 
The beat behind the tune is steady throughout, and it almost feels like you 
should be keeping pace with it. The chorus (and the entire song, really) is 
about the ocean moving and breathing, reminiscent of a calm scene 
on the beach. 
"Cigarette Daydreams" by Cage the Elephant is a simple-sounding song 
that starts with only a guitar strumming, but slowly morphs into something 
more. The tune is happily upbeat, sure to keep your mood up. 
"I Will Follow You Into the Dark'' by Death Cab for Cutie is a softer 
song about someone singing to their love about their devotion. The gentle 
guitar strumming is soothing to the ear, which makes it great for ambient 
music. 
"The Scientist, "by Coldplay, is a slower song. The lone piano for a good 
portion of the song is quite relaxing. The power of the song slowly builds, 
making you feel like you can really get stuff done. 
"Gooey" by Glass Animals definitely stands out on this list. The only word 
I can think of to describe this song most accurately is 'slinky'. The notes are 
somewhat otherworldly and creates a mood of just... chill. 
''Ace in the Hole" by Saint Motel starts off with a brassy intro that segways 
into a cool, classy melody that feels like it should belong in a Bond movie. 
The way the chorus builds up and then suddenly drops back down into the 
rest of the song provides ups and downs that will certainly wake you up and 
get you thinking. 
"Sommarfagel" is a different kind of song by Swedish band Wintergatan. 
The main instrument is a music box that plays an uplifting tune. The beat 
drop is particularly strong, and I can't help but get goose bumps every time 
I hear it. 
Cooking Broke: Happiness is chicken 
Chicken is God's gift to the world because oftwo reasons: chicken 
is inexpensive and chicken is delicious. So God is great, God is · 
good, let us thank hi1nfor our chicken, which has provided this 
Broccoli Cheese Chicken Bake. · 
INGREDIENTS: 
• CHICKEN BREASTS (I USE 3} 
• 1CAN OF CHEDDAR SOUP 
• 1CAN OF CREAM OF CHICKEN 
• 1HAG OFFROZEN BROCCOLI FLORETS 
• CHEDDAR CHEESE 
So·let'sget t is starte . irst, gra your a ing is an 
Jpface your chi~ken breasts flat on the b_ottoni of the dish. Put the 
lfrozen broccoli florets on top of the chicken and then spread the 
two cans of soup over the top of the broccoli evenly. Sprinkle as 
much cheddar cheese on top of the dish as yall want. Personally 
for me~ the more cheese, the better I like it! Now it's ready to 
· o into the oven at 400 degrees for 45-60 minutes (I cooked 
mine for 55 mi.putes). It just depends on how your oven cooks. 
But, make sure the chicken .is cooked through and yall have a 
. hot, fresh family meal ready to go for all ofyour friends and 
roommates! As I always say, I'm not a great cook so this must be 
easy if I can do it. 
Ftom my kitchen to yours, enjoy! 
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Grammar EditionHOROSCOPES:Pasatie111.pos 
It's "before", not "B4". Focus onAQUARIUSCROSSWORD 1 2 3 4 s e 1 s 9 10 u 12 13 speaking *insert your language►Jan. 20 - Feb. 19 here*, not Bingo.Across 
1 - Boyfriend; 
Not funny? Tell this joke: "What's
5 -Lots; the difference between a cat and a 
1 0 - Shrinking Asian sea; ► comma? One has its claws at the end 
14 - Pound sounds; ofits paws, and one is a pause at the 
end of a clause."15 - Artificial waterway; 
16- Granny; 
"Let's eat Grandma!" Punctuation
17 - Detest; saves lives, Tigers. Don't forget to►18 - Resulting in hydrolysis; use it. 
20- Guides; 
22 - Opportune; 
23 - Cricket team; Ifyour friend ever uses "there"►25 - Director Preminger; 
14 
17 
IS 
St 512 53 
55 
61 
64 
18 
22 
HI 
16 
..,.,,....-+--+---1--,( 
..........t.----,.----,1---,i 
~ __.__...______._..... ~ 
• 
\,,i/ 
~~ PISCES 
fl ; Feb. 20 - March 20 
ARIES 
March 21 - April 20 
5 
~~TAURUS instead of "their" in the same post, 
26 - Sickness at the stomach; April 21 - May 20 they've been kidnapped. Send help.•~.. 
27 - Gibbon, e.g.; 
28 - Muddy up; 
Your dinner vs. you're dinner. One
32 - Sea birds; tiOEMINI ► leaves you full and happy. The other 
33 - Snooped (around); one leave you dead. Tread lightly. 
35 - Basic monetary unit ofGreece; 
z,I~) May21-June21 
1\\ 
36 - Santa__; 
f ..37 - Neither here_ there; Never get too attached to an,~,._""'r:::.-~-, CANCER ►38 - Digit ofthe foot; apostrophe -- they're possessive! 
39 - 9th letter of the Hebrew 
::. 
-.:t.,,~, June 22 - July 22 
i1· \;....,:.., 
alphabet; ' 
Ifyou find yourselfstranded on a41 - Related to the kidneys; 
► dessert island, stay there. Desserts aref LEO43 - Makes brown; 
the best.65 - Wherewithal; 41 - Metallic element ofthe
44 - Nabisco oookie; "'!i July 23 - Aug. 23 66-Flub; 11 -Appraise; platinum family;
45 - Get a move on; '--
12 - Blue dye source; 42 - Casual shoes;
46 - Siouan speakers; I before e except when you have13 - Fine and delicate; 43 - Converting to leather; VIRGO
48 - Roger Rabbit, e.g.; Down to run from your feisty, foreign►19 - Three sheets to the wind; 47-_Lanka; Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 neighbor in the beige turtleneck.50 - Merited; I - Phooey!; 
21 - Holiday start; 49 - Brit. lexicon; I~51 - Supported; 2 - Historic time; 
23 - Breadwinner; 50 - Actress Barkin;
54 - Pixyish; 3-P.m.; 
Ifyou're not a fan ofsimiles,24- Crescentshaped; 51 - Fraternal org.;
55 - Drumbeat sequence; 4 - Serving no function; metaphors be with you. Always use25 - Verdi work; 52 - Banister; ►5 - Inhabitant of Patras, Greece;57 - Not_ many words; them. ~ LIBRA Oct. 23Sept. 23 -26- Peachy keen!; 53 - "Artaxerxes" composer;
61- Hog sound; 6 - "Surprise Symphony" 
27 - Unified; 54 - Icelandic epic;
62 - Milk container; composer; 
29 - Power problem; 56 - HST' s successor; Then is for sequences; than is for63 - Emperor of Rome 5468; 7-Wrapsup; w w 
30 - Pressed; 58 - "The Matrix" hero; '~ SCORPIO comparison. Those extra points on64- Robert__; 8 - Swiss river; ~::~~~ ► your paper will thank me later.31 - Silt deposit; 59 - B 'way hit sign; Oct. 24- Nov. 21'-:~-~9-Schemed; 
34 -_ a million; 60 Gut reaction?;10 - You don't bring me flowers, 
40 - Griddlecooked batter; "Alot" is not a word just like you 
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don't write about aporkchop thatI>'! SAGITTARIUS ► you're going to eat for asupper.
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 
Knock knock. "Who's there?" To.~ CAPRICORN "To who?" To whom.►l,,-. Dec. 22 - Jan. 19 
Horoscopes by: Myra Hutto / Asst. TimeOut Editor 
,~. LI 1 C AIJ 
2 
9 2 4 1 5 6 
7 9 1 
2 8 3 9 6 5 
3 6 
4 2 3 9 
7 6 
7 9 4 
8 9 4 
With the first football game ending in a close callCLEMSON FOOTBALL win for the Tigers, it's a long road ahead for that 
15-0 record. But while we wait for the Natty win, 
you should fill that time by solving this word search.FALL 2016 
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FOOTBALL 
DEATHVALLE.Y 
TOUCHDoWN 
FUMBLE. 
INTERCEPTION 
QUARTERBACK 
BLrrZ. 
HOWARDSROCK 
THE.HILL 
TACKLE. 
RUNN1N€1BACK 
FIELD€lOAL 
PUNT 
FIRSTDOWN 
ENDZ.ONE. 
DRIVE. 
BACKFIELD 
PASS 
RECE.lVER 
PLAY 
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fOOD fUR THOUGHT 
by Anthony Labonte 
+ 
OR MONOPOL'I! ·.I HAVE:. NO lU.)€,AR£ THE.Rf ANY 
SORRY .&0AADGAJY)€:) YOU WOtJJ..D 
· LIKE FOR >'OOR BIRTHDAY? 
HE''/ I 'fHOtX::,HT YOO 
Wf.P£: GOIIJ6 TO F7NISH 
THl5 PAIIJTII.J6 FOR 1'1-1€ 
SCHOOL. ART GALLERY~ 
GOT BLUE LIGHTSr 
864-214-6233 
Personal Attention. Proven Results. 
Andrew Potter---Attorney at Law 
Criminal* DUI* Office of Access &Equify Defense 
illlfilt~tionexla111~mm 
1\'11w,potttrlawsc,rum 
J 
PITCII YOUR IDEA FOR TNE CIIANCE TO WIN 
' 
RIDAY, EP fflBER 
Think you have what it takes to step into the ring? 
Applications due September 26th 
www.tigerangelnetwork.com/smackdown 
CLEMSON 
I ARTHUR M. SPIRO INSTITUTE FOR 
ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADERSHIP 
I 
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WATT FAMILY 
INNOVATION 
CENTER 
NETWORKCLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
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